
887/4 RR Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder with ring magnet, 1/4 inch x 57 mm x 1/4
inch
Rapidaptor Bit Holders

  

EAN: 4013288104045 Size: 86x24x24 mm

Part number: 05052490001 Weight: 50 g

Article number: 887/4 RR Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

84661038

Rapidaptor technology for rapid bit change

Rapidaptor universal holder with ring magnet for bits with 1/4" hexagon drive

Rapidaptor technology for rapid bit change

Ring magnet and stop sleeve for secure fit of the screw on the holder

1/4" hexagon drive

Rapidaptor universal holder for bits with hexagon head drive as per DIN ISO 1173-C 6.3 and E 6.3 (ISO 1173). The floating, free-turning magnetic

sleeve securely holds even large and heavy screws. The Rapidaptor allows bits to be attached without any need to actuate the sleeve. The removal of

the bit is simple, just by pushing the sleeve forward. This enables rapid bit change with just one hand. ¼” hexagonal, suitable for power screwdrivers

with take-up as per DIN ISO 1173-F 6.3.
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887/4 RR Rapidaptor Universal Bit Holder with ring magnet, 1/4 inch x 57 mm x 1/4
inch
Rapidaptor Bit Holders

Ring magnet Rapidaptor Rapidaptor with ring magnet Rapidaptor holder Rapidaptor Bit Holders

Special design powerful ring

magnet, for larger and heavier

screws. Ideal for overhead work,

too.

The floating, free-turning magnetic

sleeve securely holds even large

and heavy screws to enable

immediate application. There is no

need to hold the screw when

applying the tool – something

which can be dangerous and

painful. Also ideal for overhead

work.

Rapid bit change without needing

any additional tools. One-hand

operation with a freely spinning

sleeve for simplified guidance of

the tool. Also available in a

BiTorsion design.

Wera developed the Rapidaptor

that allows rapid bit change

without any extra tools with only

one hand.

Bit Holders and Adaptors

We were not happy that bit change

with bit holders was often quite

cumbersome. We found out that

strong magnets or retaining rings

indeed hold the bit securely, but

they greatly impede removal from

the holder. So we have developed

bit holders that indeed reliably hold

the bit, yet still allow for fast and

trouble-free bit change. The

solution: bit holders with quick-

release mechanisms that lift the

bit from the magnets. Bit holders

which – depending on the

requirements – additionally have

elastic zones that absorb peak

loads. Or rapid-spin sleeves with

which the cordless or electric

screwdrivers can be guided during

the screwdriving process.
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Further versions in this product family:

inch mm inch inch mm

05052490001 1/4" 57 2 1/4 1/4" 16

05160987001 1/4" 89 3 1/2 1/4" 16

05160988001 1/4" 152 6 1/4" 16
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